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Chapter 38

"Judgment" vs. "Response":
A General Problem and Some
Experimental Illustrations
Odmar Neumann BIld Jochen Müsseler
Abteilung Psychologie, Universität Bielefeld
Bielefeld. F.R.G.

Somelimes a theoretical problem becomes apparenl when lwo different
research traditions meet within the same empirical field of investigalion. The
meeting ground that we are concerned with in this paper is visuaJ back ward
masking. The two experimental traditions are sensory psychophysics and information processing research. The problem that their encounter elucidates -or
at least one of the problems that it sheds light upon - regards the concepls of
"judgment" and "response".
First we describe the two research traditions, one of which was initiated
under the direct influence of Gustav Theodor Fechner. Next we discuss some
possible conceptualizations of the relationship between judgment-based and
response-based research into visual backward masking. Finally, we present
some data that suggest one particular view of this relationship, viz. that they
represent mutually complementary, but not necessarily converging, operationaJizations of backward masking.
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Judgment-Based Research on Backward Masling
The concept of judgment is central to Fechner's psychophysics. At the
beginning of chapter 8 of the "Elemente der Psychophysik", Fechner (18601
1964) discusses which kinds of measurement are required by psychophysics,
and then goes on to say:

"Die Ausführung des Masses
aus, dass wir die Gleichheit
schieden unter verschiedenen
und zu constatiren vermögen"

auf Grund dieser Bestimmungen setzt vorvon Empfindungen und EmpfindungsunterUmständen wirklich genau zu beurtheilen

(Putting into practiee the measure(ment) on
the basis of these designations presupposes that we are indeed able to
exactly judge and state the equaJity of sensations and of differences OOtween sensations under various circumstances). (Fechner, 1860, p.70)
Thus, the subject in a Fechnerian experiment bad the double task of first
observing his sensations (introspection) and second of judging them (making an
introspection-based decision).
Research on visual masking began within this methodologieal framework.
The first masking experiment was pubJished only eight years after Fechner's
"Elemente der Psychophysik". The author was Sigmund Exner, then a medieal
student in the laboratory of Herrmann von Helmholtz (Exner, 1868). Later on,
Exner becanle a professor of physiology himself, and stili later his eareer led
hirn into the Austrio-Hungarian Ministry of Education at Vienna, where he was
one of the favorite targets of attaeks by Karl Kraus (e.g. Kraus, 1900, 1901,
1903, 1907).
As Henri Pieron (1914) has noted, Exner was probably influeneed by
Fechner' s book when he proposed aversion of the logarithmie law to aecount
for his data: According to Exner, if stimulus intensity grows in geometrie
progression, then the time needed for the sensation to reach its maximum
(Maximlllzeit) will grow in arithmetie progression. This possible influence of
Feehner on Exner's theorizing is interesting, but more relevant to our present
topic is Fechner's influence on Exner's rnethod.
Exner worked with a very c1everly constructed and very precise tachistoscope, in whieh he could present a lighted semi-disk, followed by a Iighted
complete disk, followed by a dark intervaI. Using exposure durations between
14.5 and 19.3 msec for the first stimulus (in those days file-!lSUrement was to
the tenth of a millisecondl). Exner found that this stimulus becarne invisible
when the second stimulus had a minimum duration 01' belween 118.8 and 287.3
mser, depending on luminance.
Exner did 1I0t use the term "masking" for this effect. In fact he did not
recognize that the second stimulus interfered with the perception of the first.
(This was realized only almost half a century laler by Exner's student Rudolf
Stigler ISligler, 191OJ). Exner' s interpretation was that the apparent disappearanee of the first stimulus was due to the time course of visual sensations. In
this he was wrong, but he had discovered visual baekward masking.
He had discovered it by a strict application of Fechnerian methodology. By
means of what was subsequentJy caHed the ascending and descending method of
limits, Exner determined the mask durations at whieh the test stimulus became
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just invisible or just visible. (Incidentally. Fechner [1860/1964] himself did not
use the term "method of limits." His name for this method was "Methode des
ebenmerklichen Unterschieds" [method of the just noticeable difference]).
Exner' s work was at the beginning of a research tradition that has been
continued until the present. The psychophysical style of investigating visuaJ
backward masking was taken up and further developed by researchers such as
Stigler (1910), Pieron (1914), Fry (1934), Werner (1935) and Alpern (1953)
and is still flourishing (e.g. Reeves, 1982; for a review see Breitmeyer. 1984).
The methodologicaJ characteristics of this line of research have remained
remarkably uniform since the pioneer work of Sigmund Exner: A very precise
control of stimulus parameters (in modern research with the help of devices
such as an artificial pupil and a Maxwellian view); a smaH number of highJy
trained observers, usuaJly ineluding the experimenter himself; and carefuJ judgments by these observers that provide the raw data for constructing. e.g.,
threshold functions.

Response-Based Research on VisuaI Backward Masking
Almost a century after Exner's discovery, visual back ward masking was
rediscovered within the research context of What was to become a powerful and
influential movement, "Information Processing Psychology. ,. Both George
Sperling in his dissertation (Sperling. 1960) and Averbach and Coriell in independent work that was published one year later (Averbach & CorieJl, 1961)
were interested in the processing of briefly presented letter sequences.
Let us have a look at the work of Averbach and Coriell (1961). They
were among the first investigators that used a television monitor to present their
stimuli, two rows of 8 Jetters each. The subject's task was to report one of
these letters, designated by a cuing stimulus that was either a bar marker or a
circle indicator and that appeared at various temporal positions before or after
the letter array. One of their discoveries was that the circle indicator reduced
performance at certain delays. particularly around ] 00 msec; i.e. the number of
letters reported correctly was much less than with the bar marker. Thus, they
had rediscovered visual backward masking and more specificaJly metacontrast, a
variant that had first been described by Stigler (1910).
Since A verbach and CorieJI (1961) were unaware of this prcv ious psyrho·
physical research, thc-y had to invcnt a new name for their masking effect,
"erasure". In a way, this renaming was not unjustified, since there al e many
obvious differences between Averbach and CorieU' s method of asses~ing erasure
and the dassical backward masking experiment in the tradition of Exner (1868).
The difference that deserves a eloser examination in our present context
concerns the subject's task and the dependent measure. Averbach and CorieU's
subjects neither had to observe nor to judge anything. As the authors put it
"The subject's L:1sk is to name the letter designated by the marker" (Averbach
& CorieJl, 1961, p.311). If the subject feit he could not do this - that is, if he
was uncertain about the letter's identity -. he had nevertheless to come up with
some answer , guessing the letter' s identity if necessary.
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Thus, Averbach & Coriell's subjects were not asked about their sensations
or perceptions. but about the letter that was in fact presented. They were not
required to carefully judge introspective evidence, but to be as good as they
could in terms of percent correct, using any kind of information that they had
at their disposal. They were required to proouce a correct response, not to give
a valid judgment.
This style of experimentarion -- using naive subjeds, giving them a task
that cun be asscssed objectively, and using a performance score (percent correct
and/or response latency) as the dependent measure - has become a standard in
present-day investigations of visual backward masking. Although !here have
been a few attempts in the early days of information processing research on
back ward masldng to use subjective judgments in addition to performance
measures (e.g. Läss, 1968; Haber & Standing, 1968), the methodological gap
between the two traditions, judgment-based and a response-based research on
visual backward masking, is fairly obvious.

Judgmeot vs. Response
How do the two methcxls relate? One possible answer is both trivial and
unproductive, and the re fore , we shaU mention it only briefly: Some investigators from both fields would probably argue that their own approach is simply
the correct one, whereas the other is outmoded or inadequate. Proponents of
objective performance measures tend to view subjective psychophysics as a
residual of unscientific introspectionism; whereas researchers who are used to
the rigorous standards of psychophysics sometimes feel that putting a naive
subject in front of a computer monitor and giving hirn a task that he is allowed
to salve by any strategy that he happens to invent can provide only the crudest
kind of dala, especially in combination with the less than perfect control of
parameters such as stimulus luminance and retinal locus that is typical of [his
kind of research.
If one does not resort to this kind of methodological soJipsism, then there
seem to be essentially two further, more interesting. answers to the question of
how the two styles of research are related.
First, it might be that they provide converging operations for the same
inferred internal process. Perhaps it is ODe and the same effect 01' a visual mask
that is assessed by psychophysical judgments and by rr:ponses in an information-processing task. Possibly it is nothing more than a matter of convenience
whether we ask the subject to observe the stimulus display and record his
judgment about, say, apparent brightness, or whether we have hirn perform a
letter identification task and record response latency and/or percent correct.
Since both methods have their advantages and shortcomings, it would in this
event be desirable to use both in conjunction, or at least to combine results
from both for theory building.
The alternative possibility is that such a convergence does not exist, or is
partial at best. It could be that the conscious representation that a psychophysical judgment refers to and the processing operations whose efficiency
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shows up in response accuracy and response latency measures are not necessari
Iy correlated. In this case, we would again want to consider hath kinds of data.
The aim, however, would not be to merge them, but rather to contrast lhem.
Perhaps this will provide us with insights into the functional architecture of the
processing system and, more specifically, into the place and funclion of
conscious representations within the system.
The possibility that judgment and response are not necessariJy corrdated
seems indeed plausible, if one takes into account data from fields other Ulan
visual backward masking (see Neurnann, 1989, for a review). Ta mention just
two examples frorn the recent literature: Bridgeman, Kirch and Sperling (1981)
had thdr subjects judge the position of a visual target and, in addition, rl!sponu
manually by pointing to the target. When iIIusory motion was induced by
means of a surrounding frame that jumped back and forth, this had astrang
effect on position judgments, but pointing performance remained largdy unaffected. Similarly, McLeod, McLaughlin and Nimmo-Smith (1985) have
shown that manual performance in hitting a falling object is far superior to

visual-coincidence judgments.
In the back ward masking literature, dissociations hetwccn judgmcnt ami
response have allegedly been demonstrated under headings such as "subliminal
perception", "preconscious processing" or "unconscious perception" (e.g.
Dixon, 1971, 1981; Marcel, 1983). Unfortunately. this line of research has
heen hampered by methodological problems ever since it started in the 19S0s
(see, e.g., Eriksen, 1960; Cheesman & Merikle, 1985; Holender, 1986). There
are, however, other exarnples that do not suffer from these methodological
difticulties. We will briefly describe two sets of results from our research.

Two Experimental Examples
Both examples point to a dissociation between judgment and response in
metacontrast. As mentioned, this is a speciaJ kind of visual backward masking
in which the mask is presented laterally adjacent to the test stimulus; e.g. the
target is a disk and the mask is a surrounding ring or a larger disk.
The first exarnple is the Fehrer-Raab effect. As first reported by Fchrcr &
Raub (1962), the latency 01' a simple key-pressing response (a-reaction) is
unaffected by metacontrast masking, even if the target is completely obliterated
by the mask, as assessed by the subjects' judgments. This effect has often been
replicuted in subsequent research (see Neumann ; 1982, for a summary). At first
glance, it seems to demonstrate a dear-cut dissociation between judgment and
response. We becarne interested in it, however, because we were skeptical
about this conclusion, which seems to imply that, counter-intuitively, the target
can trigger a voluntary response although the suhject does not consciously
perceive it.
Dur skeptieism was based on a doser exanlination of the effect, which
indicated that the standard finding as such does not yet provide any eonclusive
evidence. The reason is that the judgment is about detectability, brightness or
some other non-temporal dimension, whereas it iso of course, lateney that is
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reflected in reaction time measurement. Hence there is a logical possibility to
explain the effect witbout implying any dissociation between judgment and
response. All that has to be assumed is that the masked target reduces not only
response latency. but also the latency of the subjeetive pereeption of the mask.
In this ease the Fehrer-Raab effect would oceur even though the subjeet reaels
not to the masked target. but to the mask. The reason why the masked target
speeds up the processing of the mask could be that it aets as a kind of pacemaker that prepares the system for the processing of the mask. In fact, our
model of masking predicts this to happen ("weather station model"; Neumann,
1979, 1982; Neumann & Müsseier, 1989).
If this is the eOfreet explanation of the Fehrer-Raab effect, then the
apparent dissociation between judgment and response should disappear if we ask
the subjeet the right question, viz. not whether the target was detectable, but
when the mask appeared. According to the hypothesis, the reduction in
response latency that constitutes the Fehrer-Raab effect should be accompanied
by a cOfresponding shjft in the apparent temporal position of the mask.
This can be assessed by temporal order judgments (Cazin, 1981;
Neumann, 1982). We presented subjects with two identical disks, one to the left
and one to the right of fixation. One of the disks served as the standard. The
other - the comparison disk - appeared either alone, or it was preceded by a
smaller disk that was, however. masked by it. The task was to judge wruch of
the two visible disks (the standard Of the comparison disk) appeared first. As
predicted, the masked target eaused a systematic displacement of the psychometrk function. The Jarger the SOA (Stimulus Dnset Asynchrony) between the
target and the comparison disk that rnasked it, the more the comparison disk
appeared shifted forward in time relative to the standard.
In a further experiment we measured the Fehrer-Raab effect. using exactly
the same experimental conditions (Neumann, 1982; Rosengärtner, 1980). The
result was equally dear-cuf, but disappointing from the point of view of the
hypothesis under invesligation: The reduction in response latency was consistently larger than the shift in the judged temporal position of the maskl
comparison stimulus. The data indicated that roughly half of the amount of the
Fehrer-Raab effect can be accounted for by a shirt in the apparent temporal
position of the mask, but the other half cannot.
Hence the dissocialion between response and judgment has survived our
test. Judgment and response are both influenced by the ma.'lked target, but
differently. Clearly, the response does not depend on the judgment.
The second example leads to essentiaJly the same conclusion. It ('oncerns
an effect in metacontrast masking that we discovered several years ago, using a
smaJl black disk as the target and a surrounding ring as the mask (Neumann,
1979): If a target-mask sequence is presented to the left or right of fixation,
and a second stimulus identical to the target - a distractor - is presented
contralateraHy. then the U-shaped masking function will be changed in a
characteristk manner: While the descending part of the f unction remains unatlected, the ascending part is shifted towards Jonger SDAs due to the presence
of the distractor.
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This has been found reliabJy in several studies with a judgment task. using
the method of constant stimuli (Neumann , 1979~ Aufschläger. 1979) and the
signal detection method (Adler, 1979). Ta our great surprise, this distractor
effect disappeared, however, when we switched from judgment to response. In
one experiment, we used four different variants of the target (disks slightly
truncated on different sides), between which the subject had to discriminate in a
forced-choice decision task. Though the experiment was identical to the previous ones in a11 relevant aspects, the distractor effect vanished (Milewski,
1980; Figure 1).
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Pigure J. Percenl eorreet foreed-choiee responses in a task in which 6 subjeets had 10
decide on which side (Jefl. right. bottom. or top) a target disk was slightJy truneated.
Abscissa: SOA target-mask. Opeo circles: 00 dislractor. Filled eircles: with distraelor
(an untrußcated disk of the same sire as the target). Horizontal lines: Data from a
control condition without mask. The two paoels repesenl two levels of difficulty of the
task (b=very slight truncatioo, a=more pronouoced truocation). (Data from Milewski,

1981).

In recent experiments we have replicateAJ this lesuh with other stimuli.
Subjects had tu discriminate betwecn two arrowheads, that pointeJ either to the
left or to the right amt that were foliowed by a mask that consisted of two
overlapping arrowheads. Performance was not reliably affected by any of the
distractors used in this experiment (an arrowhead identical to the tr'lrget. an
arrowhead pointing in the other direction, or a disk of similar size; Figure 2).
Those who believe in "hard" response measures Will probably interpret this
as a proof that the subjective judgment method is flawed. However, we have no
reason to regard the earlier results as invalid. To check for possible artiracts.
we have recently replicated and extended the earlier research with the disk-ring
paradigm. Instead or a small number of experienced observers, we used a large
group of naive subjects. There were two different distractors, either a disk
identical to the target or an arrowhead. Further, two groups of subjects received two different instruction that stressed either careful observation or fast,
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"automatie" responding. The task was aJways to judge whether the target was
present. There was a hlghly signific8ßt distractor effect in all conditions, as can
be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Percent correct forced-choice responses in a laSk in whlch subjects bad to
decide whether a masked mow poiDled 10 the Jett or to t.he right. Tite mask was a
panern that contained both kinds of mows. The dislractor was either a lett -pointing or
a right-pointing arrow (congruen! or incongrueDt, with the direction of the target arrow)
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Data from 7 subjects averaged.
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Pipre 3. Detection of a target disk foHowed by a ring as a function of SOA. Tbc
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did not differ statistically.
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